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1 Introduction

This paper discusses the result of studying the

automatic extraction of candidates for open com-

pound registration. The open compound is re-

ferred to an uninterrupted sequence of words,

generally functions as a single constituent of a

sentence [Smadja and McKeown 1990]. We pro-

posed our new method of extraction for the lan-

guages which have no speci�c use of punctuation

mark, especially the use of word breaking. Our

method is applied to n-gram text data using the

statistical observation of the change of frequency

of occurrence when the window size of string ob-

servation is extended (character) cluster by clus-

ter. We generate both of the rightward and the

leftward sorted n-gram data, then determine the

left and right boundaries of a string using the

methods of competitive selection and uni�ed se-

lection of the both sorted n-gram data. In this

paper, we examine the result by applying our

method to Thai text corpora and also introduce

the conventional Thai spelling rules to avoid ex-

tracting the invalid strings.

Previous work of [Nagao et al.1994] showed an

e�ective way to construct a sorted �le for the e�-

cient calculation of n-gram data. But at the same

time, a large amount of invalid strings are un-

expectedly extracted. Later, [Ikehara et al.1995]

has extended the sorted �le to avoid repeating

the count of contained substring of the string

that has been counted. It has concluded itself to

extract only the longest strings in order of fre-

quency of occurrence. The result of extraction

has been improved but the longest strings are al-

ways determined consecutively from left to right.

In case of extracting an erroneous string, its error

will directly propagate through the rest of input

string. It is possible that a string with the in-

valid starting pattern will be extracted because

the previous string with too long in character

length has been extracted.

In the following sections, we �rstly, describe

the necessity why we make this statistical obser-

vation for extracting the open compounds from

Thai text corpora. Then, the methodology of

data preparation and open compound extraction

are explained. Finally, we discuss the result of

experiment on both large and small test corpora

to investigate the e�ectiveness of our method.

2 Problem Description

It is not an easy task to identify a word in

the text of the language which has no speci�c

use of punctuation mark, especially the use of

word break. Up to present, lexicographers' ef-

forts have been limited by the size of corpus and

computational facilities. Almost all the lexicon

knowledge bases are created in reliance on hu-

man encoding. In recent years, a large amount

of text corpora become available, and it is now

becoming possible to conduct the experiment on

text corpora in more rigorous way. We address

the following problems in the way that they are

able to be solved in statistical observations.

1. There is no any good evidence to support

the registration of a word in a dictionary. In

the traditional dictionary making, lexicogra-

phers have to rely on the citations collected

by human readers from the limited text cor-

pora. Many rare words rather than common

words are found even in the standard dictio-

naries [Church and Hanks 1990]. This is the

problem in making lexical entry list for dic-

tionary construction.

2. It is hard to decide where to separate a string

into words. It is also hard to list up words

from a text though it is reported that the

accuracy of recent word segmentation us-

ing dictionary and some heuristic methods



is higher than 95% [Virach 1993]. The ac-

curacy depends mostly on word entries in

the dictionary and the priority for selecting

words when there are more than one solu-

tion for the word segmentation. This is the

problem in assigning priority information for

selection.

3 Word Extraction from Text

Corpora

We used the window size of 4 to 32 for n-gram

data accumulation. The value is arbitrary but it

is reasonable to avoid collecting illegible strings.

3.1 Algorithm

Let's

jaj number of cluster

1

in string `a',

n(a) is number of occurrence of string `a', and

n(a+1) is number of occurrence of string `a'

with one cluster added.

In general, when the length of a string in-

creases the chance that the string repeats itself

in the next occurrence will decrease. Therefore,

n(a+ 1) � n(a): (1)

Observing string `a', the n(a+1) decreases signif-

icantly when `a' is a frequently used string pat-

tern in contrast to `a+1'. We now can assume

that `a' is a rigid expression when it agrees the

condition of

n(a+ 1)� n(a): (2)

This means that `a' is considerably a rigid ex-

pression that is frequently used in the text, and

`a+1' is just a string pattern that occasionally

occurs in some context.

Since we count the strings that are generated

by starting from an arbitrary position in the text,

with only the above observation, we can only as-

sume the right stopped position of a string to

make a rigid expression. To identify the correct

starting position of a string, we then apply the

same observation of counting to the leftward in-

creasing of a cluster to the string. Therefore, we

have to include the direction of the string obser-

vation.

Assuming that,

1

The smallest unit of character cluster according to

the spelling rules.

+a is right observation of string `a', and

-a is left observation of string `a'. Then,

n(+a+1) is number of occurrence of string

`a' with one cluster added to the right of the

string `a', and

n(-a+1) is number of occurrence of string `a'

with one cluster added to the left of the

string `a'.

In the same way, we will obtain,

n(+a+ 1) � n(a); and (3)

n(�a+ 1) � n(a): (4)

`a' could be a rigid expression when it agrees the

following counting conditions,

n(+a+ 1)� n(a); and (5)

n(�a+ 1)� n(a): (6)

3.2 Data preparation

Followings are the steps of creating n-gram

text data according to the fundamental features

of Thai text corpora. The results are shown in

Table 1 and Table 2. In the table, \n" is number

of the count and \d" is the di�erence value.

1. Tokenize the text at the position of space,

tab or newline character.

2. Produce n-gram strings according to the

Thai spelling rules. Only the strings

that have possible break are generated and

counted the occurrence through the whole

text. For example, shifting string from `a+6'

to `a+7' in the Table 1, the string at `a+7' is

but not

though one character just after `a+6' is .

According to Thai spelling rules, the charac-

ter never stands by itself. It needs both of

an initial consonant and a �nal consonant.

We call it a cluster.

3. Create both of rightward (Table 1) and left-

ward (Table 2) sorted strings. Number of

the count of each string is the same but the

strings are sorted reversely.

4. Calculate the di�erence of the count of ad-

joining strings in the sorted lists. Let's d(a)

is the di�erence value of `a', then

d(a) = n(a)� n(a+ 1): (7)



The di�erence value (d) is generated sep-

arately for both of rightward and leftward

sorted string tables.

The counts (n) in both Table 1 and Table 2

apparently support the condition (3) and (4).

String Rightward sorted string n d

a 513 68

a+1 445 0

a+2 445 0

a+3 445 142

a+4 303 0

a+5 303 22

a+6 281 0

a+7 281 274

a+8 7 0

Table 1: Sample of the Count of Rightward

Sorted String Table

String Leftward sorted string n d

-b 172 0

-b+1 172 0

-b+2 172 42

-b+3 130 9

-b+4 121 0

-b+5 121 7

-b+6 114 107

-b+7 7 0

Table 2: Sample of the Count of Leftward Sorted

String Table

3.3 Extraction

3.3.1 Competitive selection

According to the condition (5) the string `a' in

Table 3 is considerably an open compound be-

cause the di�erence of the count between n(a)

and n(a+1) is as high as 450. It looks reason-

able to pick up to be an open compound

because its occurrence is very high comparing to

the next generated strings. But, is an

illegible string and cannot be used individually

in general text. Observing the same string `a'

in Table 1, the di�erence of the count between

n(a) and n(a+1) is only 68. It is not comparably

high enough to be selected. Therefore, we have

to �gure out the minimum value of the di�erence

when there are more than one branch extended

from a string.

String Rightward sorted string n d

a 513 450

a+1 63 22

a+2 41 0

a+3 41 0

a+4 41 0

a+5 41 25

a+6 16 11

a+7 5 0

Table 3: Another Sample of the Count of Right-

ward Sorted String Table

3.3.2 Uni�ed selection

In Figure 1, we obtain the string

by observing the signi�cantly

change of the count just before the next string

. Reversely, we observe the

count of string when it is

extended leftward, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Rightward Sorted Strings Starting

from an Arbitrary String

Figure 2: Leftward Sorted Strings Starting from

an Arbitrary String

By unifying the results of both ways of

the observation, we �nally, obtain the string

.



4 The Experimental Results

We have applied our method to actual Thai

text corpora without any preprocessing.

4.1 Natural language data

We selected `Thai Revenue Code (1995)' which

is as large as 705,513 bytes and a book of

the `Convention for Avoidance of Double Tax-

ation between Thailand and Japan' which has a

smaller size of 40,401 bytes. The purpose is to

show that our method is e�ective in a wide range

of �le size.

4.2 Result of extraction

Figure 3: Result of Extraction of Thai Revenue

Code (705,513 bytes)

Figure 4: Result of Extraction of Convention for

Thailand-Japan (40,401 bytes)

The results of extraction examined in both

large and small �le sizes are very satisfactory.

Very few illegible strings are extracted though

the threshold of the di�erence value is set to be

as low as 10 in Figure 3 and 4 in Figure 4. The

suitable threshold of di�erence value varies with

the size of text corpus �le. To obtain the more

meaningful strings from the large �le, we have to

set up a relatively high level for the threshold of

extraction. One of the advantages of our method

is that we can make a trade-o� between the quan-

tity and the quality of the extracted strings. In

case of Figure 3, to limit the amount of illegible

strings not to exceed 90% of the total extracted

strings, we set the threshold to 20. As a result,

we obtained 210 words, 196 �xed expressions and

together with only 89 illegible strings. Further-

more, we found that within the 210 items which

are exactly words in the actual text, there are

123 items that are not found in a Thai standard

dictionary.

5 Conclusion

This paper has shown the algorithm for data

preparation and open compound extraction. The

competitive selection and uni�ed selection of

rightward and leftward sorted strings play an im-

portant role in improving accuracy of the extrac-

tion. In the experiment, we have applied Thai

spelling rules to restrict the search path for string

count. Some types of the spelling irregularity can

be avoided in this process. The result of the ex-

periment is satis�ed to serve lexicographers con-

ducting the inspection of rigid expression of open

compounds.
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